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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let G and A be finite groups and suppose that A acts on G by automorphisms. 
Then A induces a permutation action on the set Irr(G) of irreducible characters 
of G. For x E Irr(G) and a E A, the character xa is defined by x”(g”) = x(g) for 
g E G. We let Irr,(G) = (x E Irr(G) 1 xa = x for all a E A). 
Assume further that (/ G /, 1 A 1) = 1. Then there is a “natural” one-to-one 
and onto map m(G, A): Irr,(G) + Irr(C,(A)). By “natural”, we mean that 
r(G, A) is completely determined by the action of A on G and is thus inde- 
pendent of any choices made in an algorithm used to compute the map. Since 
(I G 1, 1 A 1) = 1, the Odd-Order Th eorem implies that either A is solvable or 
/ G / is odd. G. Glauberman [S] developed the correspondence for the case where 
A is solvable, and I. M. Isaacs [7] developed the correspondence when / G 1 is 
odd. The author [9] showed that the Glauberman correspondence and the 
Isaacs correspondence are equal when both are defined. We note E. C. Dade 
([l], [2], and [3]), via his theory of Clifford systems, has done work inclusive of 
that of Isaacs [7]. We will follow Tsaacs methods. 
Let B < A. In this paper, we investigate the relationship between rr(G, A) and 
m(G, B). If B is subnormal in A, then much information is known about the 
relationship between m(G, A) and rr(G, B) (see Theorem 2.1(c)). 
Suppose B < A and C,(A) = C,(B). rt is then an easy consequence of the 
correspondence that Irr,(G) = Irr,(G). Th e main result of this paper will be 
to show that rr(G, A) = r(G, B) if G is solvable. The solvability of G is used 
heavily as we look at characters afforded A by chief sections of G. The more 
general question is unknown. 
In the event that G has odd order, we obtain a stronger result. For B < A, we 
have that C,(A) < C,(B). If / G 1 is odd and x E Irr,(G), then Theorem 2.14 
shows that xm(G, A) is an irreducible constituent of the restriction of xrr(G, B) 
to C,(A). It is not known if this result holds when G is solvable of even order. 
All groups considered are finite. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we mention some properties of characters and co-prime action. 
These properties are ones that will arise frequently in the problems that we are 
examining. 
For characters x and 4 of G, we let [x, $1 d enote the inner product of x and 9. 
Let N 4 G and 0 s Irr(N). We write IG(8) to denote the inertia group 
{gEGi& = 8)ofBinG.W e a so write Irr(G 1 0) = {x E Irr(G) / [xN, 01 # O}. 1 
Of course, character induction yields a one-to-one map from Irr(l,(e) ] 0) onto 
Irr(G j 0). If x E Irr(G 1 0), we say x (or 0) is fully ramified with respect to G/N 
ifXw = et?andea = 1 G : N /. This will occur if 1,(e) = G and x vanishes off N. 
Suppose that K/L is an abelian chief factor of G; y E Irr(K); v E Irr(L); and 
[yL,p)] + 0. If Kl,(y) = G, then one of the following occur: 
(a) YL = v-3 
(b) y and y are fully ramified with respect to K/L; or 
(c) 9)” = y. 
We note that Kl,(rp) = G whenever 1,(y) = G. The results of these last two 
paragraphs are well-known (e.g. see Chapter 6 of [8]); and we will use them 
without reference. 
The following lemma is known. Frobenius reciprocity is the main ingredient 
of the proof. 
1.1. LEMMA. Let N 4 G, NH = G, and let B E Irr(N) be invariant in G. 
Let M = iv n H and assume 6, E Irr(M). Then x t) xx dejkes a one-to-one 
correspondence between Irr(G 1 0) and Irr(H 1 0,). 
Proof. See Lemma 10.5 of [7]. 1 
The following lemma, due to Glauberman [4], uses the conjugacy part of the 
Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem. Thus, the Odd-Order Theorem is needed to 
ensure the solvability of A or G. 
1.2 LEMMA. Suppose that a group A acts on a group G via automorphisms 
and (i A 1, G i) = 1. Assume that A and G act on a set T and (t .g) . a = 
(t.a).gnforalltET,gEG,aEA. Then 
(a) A fixes an element of T; and 
(b) C,(B) acts transitively on the fixed points in T of A. 
Proof. See [4] or Lemma 13.8 and Corollary 13.9 of [S]. 1 
The above lemma may be used to prove the next two results. 
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1.3 COROLLARY. Assume that A acts on G via automorphisms, N I; G, N is 
A-invuriunt, (1 G : N 1, 1 ,4 1) = 1, and x E Irr,(G). Then 
(a) xN has an A-invariant irreducible constituent v; and 
(b) q is unique if&/,(A) = 1. 
Proof. See Corollary 2.4 of [9]. m 
1.4 COROLLARY. Assume that A acts on G via automorphisms, N 4 G, N is 
A-invariant, (1 G : N 1, 1 A 1) = 1, andC GjN(A) = G/N. Suppose that x E Irr(G), 
0 E Irr(N), and [xN, 01 # 0. Then x E Irr,(G) if and only if0 E Irr,(N). 
Proof. See Lemma 2.5 of [9]. 1 
Lemma 1.2 can be used to prove the next lemma when G/N is solvable. When 
G/N is non-solvable, the Odd-Order Theorem yields that A is solvable. In this 
case, the result can be proved via the Glauberman correspondence and character 
triple isomorphisms. 
1.5 LEMMA. Assume that A acts on G via automorphisms, 11’4 G, ,V is 
A-invariant, (1 G : N I, 1 A I) = I, and 0 E Irr,(N). Then 
(a) tic has an A-invariant irreducible constituent x, and 
(b) x is unique if&,,(A) = 1. 
Proof. See Theorem 13.31 and Exercise 13.10 of [S]. 1 
2. THE CORRESPONDENCE 
This section discusses the algorithm and properties of the character corre- 
spondence r(G, A). Theorem 2.12, which relates rr(G, A) and rr( IV, A) for 
certain W < G, is the key to the relative correspondence in Section 3. For 
functions mapping characters to characters, we will write the function to the 
right of the character. 
Let A act on G by automorphisms, let H ,( G be A-invariant, and let 
x E Irr,(G). If there exists a unique j3 E Irr,(H) such that [xH , B] is odd, then we 
write ,8 = xa(G, H, A). 
2.1 THEOREM. For each pair of groups G and A such that (1 G 1, 1 A 1) = I 
and A acts on G via automorphisms; there is a uniquely defined map rr(G, A): 
Irr,(G) - Irr(C) where C = Co(A) satisfying: 
(a) v(G, A) is one-to-one and onto; 
(b) If A is a p-group and x E Irr,(G); then &G, A) is the unique 01 E Irr( C) 
such that p T [xc , a] ; 
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(c) If T 4 A and D = C,(T), then r(G, A) = 17~(G, T) r(D, A/T); and 
(d) 1f ( G / is odd, ifx E Irr,(G), and if H is A-invariant subgroup of G with 
[G, A]‘C < H; then xo(G, H, A) exists and xrr(G, A) = (xa(G, H, A)) v(H, A). 
Proof. See Corollary 5.2 of [9]. 1 
By saying that n(G, A) is uniquely defined, we mean that r(G, A) is uniquely 
determined by the action of A on G and is independent of possible choices in the 
algorithm. 
Assume that A is solvable in Theorem 2.1. Then, parts (b) and (c) give an 
algorithm for computing n(G, A). Much of Glauberman’s work [5] involved 
showing that the correspondence is independent of choices made in the algorithm. 
Now suppose that / G 1 is odd in Theorem 2.1. If [G, A] = 1, then C = G and 
n(G, A) is the identity map on Irr(G). Assume that [G, A] # 1. The Odd-Order 
Theorem implies [G, A]’ < [G, A]. Then A acts trivially on G/[G, A] and 
Fitting’s Lemma (Theorem 5.2.3 of [6]) implies that A acts without fixed points 
on [G, A]/[G, A]‘. Thus [G, A]‘C < G. Thus, part (d) provides an algorithm for 
computing n(G, A) when ] G / is odd. 
Since we will be frequently looking at co-prime actions, we make the following 
hypotheses. 
2.2 HYPOTHESES. Let A act on G via automorphisms such that (1 A 1, / G 1) = 1. 
Let C = C,(A) and let r be the semi-direct product GA. 
The next result is an easy corollary of Theorem 2.1. For a proof see Corollary 
3.3 of [9]. 
2.3 COROLLARY. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 and that A is a p-group. Assume that 
C < V < G and V is A-invariant. Let x E Irr,(G). Then there is a unique 
4 E Irr,,( V) such that p { [xv , I/J]. Furthermore xr(G, A) = #r( V, A). 
The next two lemmas gather some facts about n(G, A). The second relates 
n(G, A) to n(N, A) for A-invariant Na G. 
2.4 LEMMA. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 and that x E Irr,(G). Then xrr(G, A) is an 
irreducible constituent of xc . 
Proof. First assume that A is solvable. By Theorem 2.1(c) and induction on 
1 A j, we may assume that A is a p-group. The result follows here by Theorem 
2.1(b). 
Thus we assume that 1 G 1 is odd. We may assume that C < G. Let H = 
[G, A]‘C < G. If x E Irr,(G), then xa(G, H, A) is a constituent of xH . The 
result follows by Theorem 2.1(d) and induction on 1 G j. 1 
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2.5 LEMMA. Assume Hypotheses 2.2, N g r and N < G. Let x E Irr,(G), 
0 E IrrJN), T = I,(@, p = xr(G, A), and v = &(N, A). Then 
(a> [xN ,el # 0 if and only if [cLNnc ,4 i 0; 
(b) T n C = I,(V) and zjGrr(G, A) = (@r(T, A))Cfor 4 E Irr,(T / 19). 
Proof. Lemma 5.3 of [9] proves part (a). It also proves part (b) when 
NC = G. Let K/N = [G/N, A]. If K = N, then NC = G and we are done. 
Thus, we may choose N <L < K such that K/L is a chief factor of r. Let 
H = LC < G. We note that [G, A]‘C < H if j G 1 is odd. Since T n H = IH(0) 
and C < H < G, induction on / P ) yields that T n C = I,(V). 
If A is solvable; then we may assume, via induction and Theorem 2. I(c), that 
/ A 1 is prime. In this case, setp = 1 A I. Otherwise, j G 1 is odd and we letp = 2. 
Let x = rjG E Irr,(G). By Theorem 2.1(d) or Corollary 2.3, there is a unique 
p E Irr,(H) such that p 7 [xH, /3]. Furthermore &G, A) = /3v(H, A). Choose 
the unique 7 E Irr(T n H 1 0) such that qH = 8. Then 7 E Irr,( T n H) and 
induction implies that xm(G, A) = /3v(H, A) = (&T n H, A))C. Now T n C < 
T n H, and if I G I is odd, then [T, A]‘(T n C) < T n H. Thus, by Theorem 
2.1(d) or Corollary2.3, it suffices to show thatp 7 [$rnH , ~1. 
Write xT = # + A where A E Ch(T) and [A,, S] = 0. Then [ATnH ,v] = 0 
and WTnH , ~1 = [xTnH ,d = [xH ,~“1 = [XH ,181. Since P r LYH , PIBl, the proof 
is complete. 1 
Assume Hypotheses 2.2. Now [G, A] = (g-‘g” / g E G, a E A) is the smallest 
N 4 I’such that N < G and A acts trivially on G/N. If [G, A] < W < G, then 
W is A-invariant. We will now investigate the relationship between rr(G, A) and 
r(W, A) for [G, A] < W. 
Let H be a group, x E Ch(H), and X a representation affording x. The function 
9): H + C defined by rp(h) = det (X(h)) is clearly a linear character of H. 
Furthermore, given x, then v is actually independent of the choice of the repre- 
sentation X. We denote q by det()o. Additionally, for 01, j3 E Ch(H), we have 
det(ol + p) = det(or) . det(P) and det(+) = (det(a))a(i) . (det@))*ti). 
2.6 LEMMA. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 and x E Irr,(G). Then there exists a unique 
extension X* E Irr(r) ofx such that A < ker(det(x*)). 
Proof. See Lemma 13.3 of [8]. 1 
2.7 DEFINITION. In the situation of Lemma 2.6, x* is called the canonical 
extension of x. 
. 
2.8 LEMMA. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 with I A 1 = p, a prime. Let x E Irr,(G) 
and @ = xr(G, A). Let x* be the canonical extension of x to r. Then there exists 
6 = &I such that x*(ca) = S/?(c) for all c E C and for all 1 # a E A. 
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Proof. By Theorem 13.32 of [S], th ere is some 6, = fl and p E Irr(A) such 
that $ = lA and x*(cu) = S@(c) p( a ) f orallcECandall1 #aEA.Ifp=lA, 
we set 6 = 6, to complete the proof. This case certainly occurs when p is odd, 
sincep2 = lA . Thus,weassumethatp = 2andp # IA .WenowsetS = -4, 
to complete the proof. 1 
In Lemma 2.8, we have x*(a) = S/3( 1) for 1 # a E A. We note that S is unique. 
2.9 LEMMA. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 and that 1 A j = p, a prime. Let N 4 r 
with NC = G. Assume that 6 E Irr(N) and x E Irr(G 1 0) are invariant in r. Let 
x* and 8* be the canonical extensions of x and 0 to r and NA respectively; and choose 
6, , 6, E {&l} corresponding respectively to x* and 8* us in Lemma 2.8. Let p = 
XZ-( G, A) and p = &(N, A). Then 
(a) O* is invariant in r and X* E Irr(r 1 0*); 
(b) 6, = 6,; and 
(4 x(lMl) = PU)Ml>~ 
Proof. We first see that NA a r because (NA)C = I’. For y E C, we have 
(e*)g extends 0 and A < ker(det((e*)g)). Thus, 0* is invariant in r. Since 
(NA)C = r, each extension of f3 to NA is invariant in r. Say xN = e0. Then 
(x*)~~ = eAB* for some X E Irr(NA/N). We now have that 
lA = det((X*).4) = det(eezh,) = (det(B~))eP(r) = A?(l). 
Sincep { &(l), we have that h, = lA and thus h = 1, . Hence (x*)~~ = ee*, 
proving (a). 
Let 1 # a E A. By Lemma 2.8, we have Sip(l) = x*(u) = et9*(a) = eS2p(l); 
and so /3(l) = S,S,e~( 1). H ence, 6, = 6, and jI( l)/p( 1) = e = x(1)/0(1), com- 
pleting the proof. 1 
We next quote a result of Isaacs [7] which contains a large share of the corre- 
spondence he developed and which will have frequent use here. 
2.10 THEOREM. Assume that K, L < G with K/L an elementary ubeliun 
p-group for uprimep; that p OY 1 G : K 1 is odd, that 0 E Irr(K) and ‘p E Irr(L) are 
invariant in G, and that 0, = eg, with e2 = 1 K : L I. Then there is a uniquely 
defined a/ E Ch(G/K) and a conjugucy class 9 of subgroups U < G such that 
(a) 4”(x) = &I GILWI; 
(b) lJK=GundUnK=L; 
(c) Ua E 9 whenever a E Aut(G) stabilizes K, L, 8, and v; 
(d) For x E Irr(G I O), xu = #“a for a unique a! E Irr( U); 
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(e) If 1 G : L 1 is odd, x E Irr(G 1 0) and 01 E Irr( U); then xv = #ua if and 
only if [xu , a] is odd; and 
(f) If K < W < G and & is the character of W/K arising in this theorem 
with respect to W, K, L, 8, and v; then (cI1 = &, . 
Assume, in addition, that G/K is cyclic and that C,,,(y) = 1 whenever y q! K. 
Suppose that Kx has order m # 1 in G/K. Then 
(g) there exists 6 = fl such that m / (e - 6); and 
(h) z)(x) = a(-l)(m+l)(e-6)/m. 
Proof. Conclusions (a)-(f) follow from Theorems 9.1 and 6.3 and Corollary 
6.4 of [7]. Under the additional hypotheses, it follows that (I G/K 1,~) = 1. 
Parts (g) and (h) are proved by applying rules (a)-(c) on page 619 of [7] and 
applying Theorem 9.1 of the same paper. 1 
2.11 COROLLARY. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.10. Assume that A 
actsonGsuchthat(/AI,IK:L/)=landAstabiZizesK,L,and8.LetH/L= 
CGIL(A). Suppose that HK = G and H n K = L. Then HE $. In particular, 
if x E Irr(G I e), then xH = #Ha for a unique 01 E Irr(H I p)). 
Proof. Part (c) of Theorem 2.10 implies that A acts on 9. Since K/L is 
transitive on 9, Lemma 1.2 yields some WE F is A-invariant. Then [W, A] < 
[G, A] n W <L and W < Co,JA). Thus, H = WE 9. The last statement of 
the corollary now follows from Theorem 2.10. 1 
Assume Hypotheses 2.2. We denote the set of ordinary characters of G by 
Ch(G). We let Ch,(G) d enote those I/J E Ch(G) that have only A-invariant 
irreducible constituents. Let p(G, A): Ch,(G) -+ Ch(C) be the map obtained by 
extending r(G, A) linearly. Note that p(G, A) is one-to-one and onto. 
Assume Hypotheses 2.2 and that [G, A] < S < G. Let 01 E Irr(G). By 
Corollary 1.4, ol E Irr,(G) if and only if oIs E Ch,(S) if and only if some irreducible 
constituent of c+ is A-invariant. 
2.12 THEOREM. Assume Hypotheses 2.2. Suppose that [G, A] < W < G. 
Let x E ChAG). Then (XW) P(W A) = (xP(G, 4)~~~ . 
Proof. Induct on / r /. We may assume that W < G and C < G. By linearity, 
we may assume that x E Irr,(G). Let N = [G, A]. 
First assume ,Q, is not homogenous, i.e., xN is not a multiple of an irreducible 
character. Let 6’ be an irreducible constituent of xN . By Corollary 1.4, we have 
0 E Irr,(N). Since 0 is an arbitrary irreducible constituent of xN , it suffices to 
prove the following: If p E Irr( W I 6), then [xw, ~1 = [(xp(G, A)),,c, /q( W, A)]. 
Let T = Ic(0). Since xN is not homogenous, we have T < G. Choose the 
unique 01 E Irr(T I 0) such that [xr , a] # 0. Then aG = x. By Lemma 2.5, we 
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have that ap( T, A) is the unique 5 E Irr(T n C) such that [tNnC , @(N, A)] # 0 
and [(xP(G 4)~~~ y [] # 0. Furthermore, (olp(T, A))C = xp(G, A). 
Let ~EIrr(W( 0) so that p = 71 w for a unique 77 E Irr(T n W / 0). Note that 
[PcLN, 01 = [TV, 01. Since Q, is a multiple of 8 and [xN , 01 = [I+, 01, we have 
that 
By Lemma 2.5; (yp(T n W, A),,c is a multiple of 0p(N, A), and 
Furthermore 
[(cLP( WY 4) NnC 7 ef(N, dl = [(dT n we ‘% 1 ‘dN, hl- 
Thus, application of the argument in the last paragraph yields that 
Since T, W < G, we apply induction to conclude that 
= [arnwP(T n W, A), ‘10 n W, 41 
= [~P(T, Abnwnc , v(T n W 41 
= [xP(G, Abnc 5 PPLP(W, AlI. 
For this case (where xN is not homogeneous), the result follows from comments 
in the second paragraph. 
Thus, we now assume that x,, has a r-invariant irreducible constituent, say 0. 
Write xw = C a,~~ for 7i E Irr,( W 1 e). 
For the moment, consider the case where / G j is odd. We may assume that 
C < G. Choose [G, A]‘C f H < G maximal such that H is A-invariant. Let 
L=NnH.ThenN’fL,NH=G,andNnH==L.AlsoL4NHiZ=r. 
The maximality of H implies that N/L is an elementary abelian chief factor of r. 
Now C,,,(A) = 1. Via Corollary 1.3(b), let ‘p be the unique A-invariant 
irreducible constituent of 0, . As 1,(e) = r, Lemma 2.5(b) yields that IG(~) is 
H or G. 
Let fi = xa(G, H, A) and vi = ~a( W, W n H, A). By Theorem 2.1(d) and 
induction, it suffices to show that pWnH = x aivi . If It(q) = H, then PC = x 
and viw = Q . Now (/3WnH)W = (/3”),+, = xw = C airli . Since each irreducible 
constituent of /3,,, lies over v and W n H = 1,(y), it follows that pWn,, = 
C azvi . Thus, we may assume that IG(v) = G. 
Since I,(e) = r and K/L is chief in r, we have that 0, = 9 or 0 and v are 
fully ramified with respect to K/L. If or. = v, Lemma 1.1 implies that flWnH = 
XwnH = (C %%)wnH = 2 Wi . 
48115712-16 
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Thus, we assume that 0 and q are fully ramified with respect to N/L. Let 
# E Ch(G/K) in Theorem 2.10. Then Corollary 2.11 and Theorem 2.lO(e, f) 
imply that 
h%Hh’nH = XW’nH = c ai(h’~H = $h’nH c a?:‘i . 
By Theorem 2.10(a), G(g) # 0 for all g E G. Hence pwnH = x a,~< . This 
completes the proof for the case where 1 G / is odd. 
By the Odd-Order Theorem, we may assume that A is solvable. Since 
[G, B] < [G, A] < Wfor B < A, induction on / r j and Theorem 2.1(c) permit 
us to assume that / ,4 1 == p, a prime. 
Let x*, Q, and 8* be the canonical extensions of X, qi, and 6 to r, WA, and 
NA (respectively). Note that XA a r. By Lemma 2.9; .B* is invariant in r, 
x* E Irr(Y j 0*), and 7: E Irr( WA / iJ*). Now (x*)~~ = C ai$ where ai E 
Ch(WA/A) and ai == ai for each i. If [xgA , ;\$I # 0 for some j and 
h E Irrf WA/W), then [x:,~ , ANAB*] # 0 and so X,, = l,, by Lemma 2.9(a). 
Thus, h = llVA . We conclude that xgA = x a&. 
Let /3 = xx(G, A) and yi = rli”r(G, A). Let 6 E {&I} correspond to x* and 
& E {+l} correspond to 7: as in Lemma 2.8. Since 0 is invariant in r, applica- 
tions of Lemma 2.9(b) yield that ai = S for all i. Fix 1 # a E A. If d E W n C, 
then Lemma 2.8 implies that 
Sa(d) = x*(ad) = c a&(ad) 
= c ai& = is c ant(d). 
We have that ,4(d) = x aiy,(d) for all d E W n C. Thus, &,c = C aiyi, 
completing the proof. 1 
2.13 LEMMA. Assume that A acts on K, that L is a normal A-invariant 
subgroupofK,and([ K:L (, (A 1) = 1. S pp u ose that 0 E Irr,(K) is fully rami$ed 
with respect to K/L and let v be the unique irreducible constituent of 0, . Let M/L = 
C,,,(A). Assume that M 4 K. Then 6 and cp are fully ramified with respect to 
K/M and M/L, respectively. 
Proof. Write eL = eq with ea = j K : L 1. If OL is an irreducible constituent 
of 0,) then cy. E Irr(M 1 v) and Corollary 1.4 yields that 01 E Irr,(M). Then 
Corollary 1.3(b) yields that a! is the unique irreducible constituent of 0,+, . Since 
9 vanishes off L, we have that 3 and 01 vanish off M and L respectively. Since 
TK(d) = K = IK(v), it follows that 0 and 01 are fully ramified with respect to 
K/M and M[L. The proof is complete. 1 
Assume Hypotheses 2.2 with j G 1 odd. In this case, our main result may be 
Jroved via Theorem 2.1(d). In fact, we get a stronger result. 
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2.14 THEOREM. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 with 1 G / odd. Let B < A and kt 
x cIrr,(G). Then x+G, A) is a constituent of (x+G, B))c. In particzdar, 
r(G, A) = +G, B) ifC,(B) = C. 
Proof. First assume that C,(B) = C. By Theorem 2.1, / Irr,(G)j = 
! Irr,(G)/. Thus, Irr,(G) = Irr,(G) and the second conclusion follows from the 
first conclusion. 
Induct on 1 G I. We may assume that C < G and hence that [G, il]‘C < G. 
Let K := [G, A], L = K’, and H = [G, A]‘C. Then HK = G and H n K = L. 
Let D = C,(B) and J =LD. Then H < J< G and [G, B]‘D < J. 
By Theorem 2.1(d), let # = xo(G, /, B) and /3 = xa(G, H, A). We may 
write xJ =:= # + 2A + d for (possibly zero) characters A and il of J such that il 
has no B-invariant irreducible constituents. Since LD = J, two applications of 
Corollary 1.4 yield that [d, , j?] = 0. Since [xH , /I] is odd, it follows that 
WH > PI f 0. 
Let p = xn(G, B) = &T(J, B) and let v = xrr( G, A) = @(H, A). Since 
[J, B] <L, Theorem 2.12 implies that [~o,,~, /3rr(H, B)] f 0. As H < G, 
we have by induction that v is an irreducible constituent of (,b(H, B))c . Thus 
[pc , V] f 0 and the proof is complete. i 
3. RELATIVE CORRESPONDENCE 
Assume Hypotheses 2.2 with A solvable. Let L be an A-invariant subgroup 
of G. Since (1 A /, 1 G 1) = 1, we have that LC/L = C,,,(A). We define a map 
r(G, A, L): Irr,(G) + Irr,(LC) by rr(G, A, L) = n(G, A)(zfLC, A))-I. By 
Theorem 2.1, we have 1 Irr,(G)/ = 1 Irr(C)i = 1 Irr,(LC)i. Thus it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 that -ir(G, A, L) IS one-to-one and onto. Also, rr(G, A, L) is com- 
pletely determined by the action of A on G. 
We investigate r(G, A, L) by looking at characters of subgroups that lie 
betweenL and G. Parts (c) and (d) of the next lemma, together with the solvability 
of A, give an algorithm for computing n(G, A, L). 
3.1 LEMMA. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 and that A is solvable. Suppose that 
L g r andL < G. Let V be the kernel of the action of A on G/L. Then 
(a) z(G, A, L) is one-to-one and onto; 
(b) w(G, A, L) is completely determined by the action of A on G; 
(c) If Tg A, then -rr(G, A,L) = rr(G, T, L) rr(LC,(T), A, L); 
(d) If A/V is a p-group for a prime p and x E Irr,(G); then xrr(G, A, L) is 
the unique /3 E Irr,(LC) such that p 7 [x~~ , /3]. 
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Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow from the definition of rr(G, A, L) and comments 
preceding the lemma. 
By definition and Theorem 2.1(c), we have that 
4G T,L) = r(G, T)WC,(T), T))-l 
and ~T(LC~( T), A, L) = rr(LC,( T), T) n(CG( T), A)(p(LC, A))-l. Thus, 
n(G, T, L) +C,( T), A, L) = +G, T) +o(T), A)(=(=, A))-l 
= n-(G, A)(r(LC, A))-l = n(G, A,L). 
Now assume that A/V is a p-group. Let D = C,(V) so that LD = G. Let 
M=LnDgD. Let J=MC<D and let H=LC. ThenLJ=Hand 
L n J = ,%!I. 
Let 01 = &G, V) E Irr,(D). By Corollary 2.3, there is a unique v E IrrA(J) 
such that p f [a,, v]. Also, w(D, A/V) = VT( J, A/V). Extending ?r(G, V) 
linearly, Theorem 2.12 implies that 01~ = x,&H, V). For p E Irr,(H), we have 
that p eIrr,(H) if and only if pr(H, V) ~1rr~(J). Thus, there is a unique 
J3 E Irr,(H) such that p r [xH , ~31. Also, @r(H, V) = v. It suffices to show that 
/3n(H, A) = xrr(G, A). But 
pz-(H, A) = @(H, V) ‘rr( J, A/ V) = vr( J, A/ V) = arn(D, A/ V) 
= x~( G, V) z-(D, A/V) = xr(G, A). 
The proof is complete. 1 
3.2 COROLLARY. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 and that A is solvable. Let La r, 
L < G, and x E Irr,(G). Then &G, A, L) is an irreducible constituent of xLc . 
Proof. We do have that xrr(G, A, L) E Irr,(LC). We induct on j G I. 
Let V be the kernel of the action of A on G/L. If V = A, then xrr(G, A, L) = x. 
So we assume that V < A. Choose V < U 4 A such that U/V is ap-group for 
some prime p. Note that LCo( U) < G. Let # = xn(G, U, L) and/3 = xrr(G, A, L). 
By Lemma 3,1(c), we have that p = #r(LC,(U), A, L). Induction yields that 
[I,$~~ , 81 # 0. By Lemma 3.1(d), we have that $ is a constituent of x restricted 
to L&(U). The proof is complete. i 
3.3 COROLLARY. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 and that A is solvable. Assume that 
N, L 9 r and N < L < G. Then n(G, A, N) = r(G, A, L) rr(LC, A, N). 
Proof. By definitions, we have that 
x(G, A, L) +C, A, N) 
= x(G, A)(r(LC, A))-ln(LC, A)(r(NC, A))-l = r(G, A, N). 1 
Note that if L = 1, then +G, A, L) = rr(G, A). The following lemmas 
generalize Corollaries 2.4 and 2.5 for solvable A. 
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3.4. LEMMA. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 and that A is solvable. Let L < M < G 
with L, Ma I’. Let x E Irr,(G), 19 E Irr,(M), p = XZ-(G, A,L) and v = 
fk(M, A, L). Then [x~ ,0] # 0 ;f and only if [pMnLC , v] # 0. 
Proof. Note that M n LC = L(M n C). Since xa(G, A) = pr(LC, A) and 
&(M, A) = vr(M n LC, A), two applications of Corollary 2.4 yield the result. a 
3.5 LEMMA. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 with A solvable. Let L < M < G with 
L, Ma r. Let 0 E Irr,(M), T = Lo(O), 4 E Irr,(T j Q, v = fbr(M, A, L) and 
7 = +(T, A, L). Then 
(a) T n LC = IL,-(v); and 
(b) #Grr(G, A, L) = 17Lc. 
Proof. Let S = LLc(u). As m(L(M n C), A) = &r(M, A), by definition, it 
follows from Corollary 2.5 that S n C = T n C. If L < W < LC, then 
W=L(WnC).Th us,asL<TnLC,wehavethatTnLC==L(TnC)= 
L(S n C) = S. This proves (a). 
By Corollary 2.5, Lemma 3.4, and part (a); we have that 
#Gz-(G, A, L) a(LC, A) = cJGz-(G, A) = (+r( T, A))C 
= (+r(T, A, L) z-(S, A))C = (y(S, A))C = +r(LC, A). 
Since r(LC, A) is one-to-one, the proof is complete. i 
3.6 PROPOSITION. Assume Hypotheses 2.2, that A is solvable, and that L a r 
with L a G. Suppose that [G/L, A] < W/L < G/L and H/L = CGIL(A). If 
x E C%.,(G), the-n x,+4+‘, AL) = xdG> A, L),,, (extending the maps linearly). 
Proof. Since [G, A] < Wand [H, A] <L < W n H, the result follows from 
the definition of n(G, A, L) and two applications of Theorem 2.12. 1 
4. EQUAL CENTRALIZERS 
Assume Hypotheses 2.2, that B < A and C,(B) = C. Under these hypo- 
theses, we prove in this section that z(G, A) = n(G, B) whenever G is solvable. 
The answer for non-solvable G is not known. Due to Theorem 2.14, we will 
concentrate here on the Glauberman correspondence. In fact, we will study 
r(G, A, L) for appropriate L. 
4.1 THEOREM. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 with A solvable. Let K, L 9 I’ with 
L < K < G. Let H = LC and assume that KH = G and K n H = L. Further- 
more, assume that 
(i) K/L is an elementary abelian p-group for a prime p; 
(ii) G/K is cyclic of order n > 3; 
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(iii) C,,,(X) = 1 whenever 1 # x E G/K; 
(iv) 0 E Irr(K) is invariant in r and 9, = ep, where 9) E Irr(L) aed es = 
] K : L /. Let x E Irr(G / 8) and let # be as in Theorem 2.10. Then 
(a) xH = #&3 for a unique J3 E Irr(H 1 p)); 
(b) x extends 0 and j3 extends q~; 
(c) # = a~li + b(cu, + ... + cz.d where(ol, , o1s ,..., a,} = Irr(G/K)anda 
and b are distinct non-zero integers; and 
(4 x4G AL) = 4. 
Proof. Corollary 2.11 yields xH = #& for a unique J3 E Irr(H). Since L < 
K < ker(#) and Ir(q) = P, it follows that /3 E Irr(H ) v), proving (a). Since 
I,(O) = r = I,(v) and G/Kg H/L is cyclic, part (b) holds. By (iii), it follows 
that (p, n) = 1. 
We next prove that (c) and (d) hold. We do this by induction on / K : L /. 
Suppose that S 4 A and 1 < CKIL(S) < K/L. Let M/L = C,,,(S) so that 
L<MQr.Let J=C,,,(S)sothat J=MH, JnK=M, and JK=G. 
Since (1 r : K /, / K : L 1) = I, Lemma 2.13 implies that 0 and 9 are fully 
ramified with respect to K/M and M/L, respectively. Choose 7 E Irr(M) such 
that [O,,~]#O. WenowhaveO,=fr]andTL=gv withf2=IK:Mi 
and ga = / M : L j. Of course, 7 is invariant in r. Furthermore, note that 
C,,,(x) = 1 and C,,,(X) = I for 1 # x E G/K. 
Let #r E Ch(G/K) be as in Theorem 2.10 with respect to G, K, M, 0, and 7. 
Let #s E Ch(G/K) such that (&& E Ch( J/M) is as in Theorem 2.10 with respect 
to J, 111, L, 7, and v. By Corollary 2.11, xJ = (#&v for some v E Irr( J ) 7) and 
V, = (I&$~ for some ~3, E Irr(H / v). It follows from Lemma 5.5 of [7] that 
#,#2 = 4. Now &$ = xH = (Ic’I~2)HPl = ICIHP, . As Nx) f 0 for all x E G, 
J3 = J3r . In particular V~ = (&)& 
By induction on 1 K : L /, we have that #r = srX, + t,(q + 0~~ + ... + a,), 
and & = sah, + t2(al + ... + ar,) for some Ai , A, E Irr(G/K) and for non-zero 
integers s1 , sa , t, , and t, . Then # = &#s = (~a) h,A, + d(or, + 01~ + ... + a,) 
with srsa f 0. Since [& , lCiK] # 0 and [1c12 , ai] # 0 for all i, we have that 
[$, ai] # 0 for all i. Thus, d # 0 and part (c) holds in this case. 
Now xJ = #P and ((~l)J~)H = (&)H(AI)H& By induction, we have that 
xr(G, A, M) = (A& and ((&),v) 7~( J, A, M) = (A&&. By Corollary 3.3, 
p(G, A, L) = p-(G, A, M) 4J, A, L) = W,M. Since # = (v2KW + 
d(a, + ... + a,) with slsz + 0 and d # 0, we are done here. We may thus 
assume that no such S exists, i.e., if U a A, then C,,,(U) is either K/L or 1. 
Let V be the kernel of the action on K/L. Then V <3 A. Choose V < T g A 
such that T/V is a q-group for a prime q. By the last paragraph, CKIL(T) = 1. 
Thus H/L = (IGIL( By Lemma 3.1(c), it follows that xz(G, A, L) = 
,&G, T, L). It this involves no loss of generality to assume that A = T; i.e., that 
,4/V is a q-group. 
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We now claim that it suffices to show # = UCQ + b(+ + ... + cu,) where 
bl ,..‘> a,} = Irr(G/K), a, b E 2, b # 0, and a # b. For then xH = a(Q) + 
b(or$ + ... + cQ) and the c@ are distinct A-invariant irreducible characters of 
N. Since n = / G : K / > 3 and A/V is a q-group; it follows from Lemma 3.2(d) 
that xrr(G, A, L) = +p and that a # 0. This proves the claim. 
Write 4 = C uiai . For 1 # x E G/K, we have that C,,,(X) = 1 and thus 
#(x) = +l by Theorem 2.10. Since (cr is rational-valued, we have that 
Thus, the ai have at most 2 distinct values. Since xH = C ui(or&3) and the ai/3 
are distinct A-invariant irreducible characters of H, 4 7 uj for a unique j. Thus, 
with no loss of generality, we may write # = UOL~ + b(a, + ... + an) with 
u#b.Ifb=O,then/~(x)~=u=~(1)=e=~K:L~1~2>l.Thiscontra- 
diction implies b # 0. The proof is complete. 1 
We next look at a situation similar to that of Theorem 4.1, except that we will 
assume that 1 G/K / = 2. 
Let A be a finite group and let p be a prime such that (1 A 1, p) = 1. Let 9 
be the ring of algebraic integers in C. Choose a maximal ideal .&’ of 2 such that 
pZ C A. Let * be the quotient map *: 2 +g/~&‘. By Lemma 15.1 of [8], 
.!%?/A is an algebraically closed field, say F. By Corollary 9.4 and Theorem 15.13 
of [8]; F is a splitting field for A, and x - X* is a bijection from Irr(A) onto the 
set of irreducible F characters of A. 
Suppose that E is an irreducible Z,(A) module. Then E affords to A an 
irreducible Z, character A. Viewing A as an F character, we may write A = 
6, + 6, i ... + hrl where the Si are irreducible F characters and the Si are the 
distinct Galois conjugates of 6, over 2, (see Theorem 9.21 of [S]). So, A = 
rf -C ... + r$ for distinct yi E Irr(A). Let /l = 1 yi so that /l* = A. 
In the notation of the last paragraph, we say that A is the (complex) character 
&forded A by E. We note that A is unique. Furthermore, if B < A, then fl, is 
the character afforded B by E. Also [/la , lB] is the dimension of C,(B) as a 
vector space over 2,. The following lemma is known. 
4.2 LEMMA. Assume that E is elementary ubelian of order pm, D is cyclic of 
order n, and D acts fazthfully and irreducibly on E. Then m is the smallest integer 
such that n /p” - 1. 
Proof. Note that n I pnJ - 1 and (n, p) = 1. The F character afforded D by 
E is 6, + 6, + ... + 6, where S,(l) = 1 and the Si are Galois conjugate over Z, . 
Hence, 6, is faithful and 1 Z,(S,): Z, j = m. Let D = (d). Since S1 is linear and 
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faithful, S,(d) is a primitive nth root of 1 and Z&) = (2,) S,(d)). A field of 
order pk contains a primitive nth root of 1 if and only if n 1 (p” - I), since the 
multiplicative group of the field is cyclic. Since I(&, , 6,(d)) : 2, / = m; m is the 
smallest integer such that n 1 pm - 1. 
4.3 LEMMA. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 wzth A solvable. Let K, L 0 I’with 
L<K<G.LetH=LCand assume that KH = G and K n H = L. Further- 
more, assume that 
(i) K/L is an elementary abelian p-group, 
(ii) / G/K / = 2 and CxIIL(x) = 1 whenever 1 # x E G/K, 
(iii) 6’ E Irr(K) is invariant in I’ and 0, = ep, where p E Irr(L) and e2 = 
lK:Ll, 
(iv) [A, a] is even for all o( E Irr(A) where A is the (complex) character 
aflorded A by K/L. 
Let XE Irr(G ) 0) and j3 = &G, A, L). Then xu = ((e + 1)/2)8 + 
((e - l)/2)pHp where 1 # p E Irr(G/K). 
Proof. Induct on / K : L j / A I. Let S be a maximal normal subgroup of A. 
Let M/L = CKIL(S) and J/L = C,,,(S) so that J = MC. 
By Lemma 2.13, we have that 0 and p are fully ramified with respect to K/M 
and M/L respectively. Let A, and A, the characters afforded S and A/S by 
K/M and M/L, respectively. If 01~ ,01e ,..., cz, are the distinct irreducible con- 
stituents of A with S in their kernels; then A, = 2 [A, a& and A, = 
(A - A,), . Thus, [A, , r] is even for all T E Irr(A) and [(A,), , f] is even for 
all 5 E Irr(S). 
Letf = I K : M IlIz E 2 andg = j M : L Ill2 E Zso thatfg = e. By induction 
on / K : L / / A 1, we have that XJ = ((f-t 1)/2)7 + ((f- 1)/2)pJ517 where 
7 = x+G, S, M). If M # K, then induction on 1 K : L I ] A j yields that 
Q, = ((g + 1)/2)v + ((g - 1)/2)pHv where v = &J, A,L). Lemma 3.1(c) 
implies that /3 = x,(G, A, M) rr( J, A, L) = v. Sincefg = e, we have that 
[X.Y , PI = (1/4)[(f+ l)(g + 1) + (f- l)(g - l)] = (e + 182 
and similarly [xH , ,u&] = (e - 1)/2. We are done if M # K. 
We may now assume that S centralizes K/L. If L = K, the result is trivial. 
Since S is a maximal normal subgroup of A, we have that 1 A/S I = q, a prime. 
Since CKIL(A) = 1, Maschke’s Theorem implies that K/L = VI @ ... @ Vt 
where A/S acts faithfully and irreducibly on each Vi . By Lemma 4.2, 
I V, j = ... = 1 V, I = pz for some I such that pz = 1 (mod q). For each i, let yi 
be the character afforded by Vi so that A = C ‘yi , Fixj. Then yi = 6, + ... + 6, 
for distinct 6, E Irr(A) and the (6,)” are conjugate over 2, . Thus, for each i, 
yi = yj or [yI , yj] = 0. Since [A, a] is even for all (Y E Irr(A) and A = xi=, yt , 
t is even. Now e E p(rtla) = (pz)t/2 = 1 (mod q). 
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Let I/J be as in Theorem 2.10. If x 6 K, then CKn(x) = 1. By Theorem 2.10(h), 
I,+) = &l. Thus, $J = ((e f 1)/2)1, + ((e i 1)/2)~. By Corollary 3.2, 
fl E Irr(H j 9). By Lemma 3.1(d), Q { [xH, /3]. Since 8 = 1 (mod q), Theorem2.10 
now implies that xH = ((e + 1)/2)/3 + ((e - 1)/2)~& completing the proof. 4 
The desired conclusions of this section are easy consequences of the following 
theorem. 
4.4 THEOREM. Assume Hypotheses 2.2 and that r is solvable. Let L 4 r with 
L < G. Assume that B < A and L&(B) = LC. Let x ~1rr,(G). Then 
x4’? A, L) = xn(G, B, L). 
Proof. Among all counterexamples with 1 G 1 minimal, choose one with 1 A 1 
minimal. 
Let K,/L = [G/L, A]. If Kl = L, then LC = G and xrr(G, A,L) = x = 
xrr(G, B, L). Without loss of generality, choose L <L, < Kl such that KJL, is 
a chief factor of I’. Note that Fitting’s Lemma implies that A has trivial centrali- 
zer in K,/L, . Let H = L,C. Then K,H = G and Kl n H = L, . Note that H 
is a maximal A-invariant subgroup of G, since K,/L, is an abelian chief factor of 
I’. Now choose L, <L, < H maximal such that L, a I’. Let K = L,K, . 
Now G = HK and H n K = L, . Also, A and B act trivially on G/K and both 
have trivial centralizers in K/L2 . 
By Corollary 3.3, n(G, A,L) = r(G, A,L,) r(H, A,L) and +G, B, L) = 
r(G, B, L,) rr(H, B, L). By induction on / G I, we may assume that L = L, . 
We have HK = G, H n K = L, H = LC = LC,(B), and H is a maximal 
A-invariant subgroup of G. The maximality of H forces K/L to be a chief factor 
of r. Furthermore, if L < J < H and Ja G, then J = L. In particular, 
C,,dK/L) = 1. 
Suppose that K = G. Then L = H 4 G and Corollary 1.3(b) implies that 
xH has a unique A-invariant irreducible constituent CL. Corollary 1.3(b) also 
implies that p is the unique B-invariant irreducible constituent of xH . By 
Corollary 3.2, x+G, A, L) = p = &G, B, L). Hence, we assume that K is 
proper in G. 
Suppose that K < W < G. By the induction hypothesis and Proposition 3.6, 
we have that 
(x+G A, L))w,li = xw4W A, L) = xw+W, B, L) = (xn(G, B, L))wna 
(extending rr( W, A, L) and X( W, B, L) to Ch,( W) linearly). Hence, we may 
assume that G/K is cyclic. 
Let 0 be an irreducible constituent of xK , so that 19 is A-invariant by Corollary 
1.4. Let v E Irr(&(B) 1 0) such that yG = x. If IG(e) < G, then induction and 
Lemma 3.5 yield that xr(G, A, L) = (vrr(&(O), A, L))H = (v+(O), B, L))H = 
xr(G, B, L). Thus, we may assume that 0 is invariant in r. 
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Let v be the unique A-invariant irreducible constituent of 0, , by Corollary 
1.3(b). If BL = v, then xH E Irr(H) by Lemma 1.1. If # = 0; then I&v) = L. 
and thus Lemma 3.5 implies that H = 1,(p). If either 0, = ‘p or v’K = 0, there 
exists a unique p E Irr(H 1 v) such that [xH , ~1 # 0. Corollary 3.2 implies that 
t%r(K, A, L) = y = &(K, B, L). Then Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 3.4 imply that 
p(G, A,L) = p = X~(G, B,L). 
Since K/L is chief in r and Jr(e) = P, it follows that 8 and v are fully ramified 
with respect to K/L. Write 0, = ep, where e = / K : L Iliz E 2. 
We have that C,,,(K/L) = 1. Since H/L is cyclic and K/L is chief in r, it 
follows that C,,,(Kx) = 1 whenever 1 f Kx E G/K. In particular, (I G : K /, 
1 K : L 1) = 1. If 1 H/L / > 3, then Theorem 4.1(d) implies that &G, A, L) = 
&G, B,L). We may assume that I G/K / = I H/L / = 2. Fix h E H -L. 
Since CKIL(h) = 1, we have that h inverts K/L. Also, K/L is an elementary 
abelian p-group for an odd prime p, 
We next look at the structure of A and the character afforded A by K/L. 
Now 2 = I G : K 1, and thus 1 A 1 is odd. We may clearly assume that B is a 
maximal proper subgroup of A. 
Suppose that 1 # U g A and U < B. Let D = C,(U). If D = G, we finish 
by induction on I A I. If LD < G, we finish by Lemma 3.1(c) and induction on 
/ G /. Thus, LD = G. Let L, = L n D. Then L,C = H n D is the centralizer 
of both B and A in D/L,, . Induction yields that r(D, A, L,) = r(D, B, L,) on 
Irr,(D). By Theorem 2.1(c), we have that 
r(G, A, L) = n(G, A)(r(H, A))-l 
= Z-(G, U) n(D, A)[+H, U) r(H n D, A)]-l 
= +G, U) n(D, A)(+H n D, A))-l(n(H, U))-l 
= 4G, U) 4Q A, b&Vf, V-l 
and similarly rr(G, B, L) = rr(G, U) n(D, B, L,)(nfH, U))-l. Thus, w(G, A, L) = 
r(G, B, L) on Irr,(G). Hence, we may assume that no such U exists, i.e. that 
core,(B) = 1. 
Let T be a minimal normal subgroup of B. The maximality of B yields that 
A = TB and B n T = 1. Since core,(B) = 1, T is the unique minimal normal 
subgroup of A. Thus, by Lemma 3.l(c, d), we may assume that A is faithful on 
K/L. 
Since K/L is chief in r and T 4 A, we have that C,,,(T) = 1. Lemma 3.1(c) 
implies that xrr(G, A, L) = p(G, T, L). S ince T is a q-group, Lemma 3.1(d) 
yields that p r [xcl , xm(G, A, L)]. 
We have that K/L is a chief factor of I’ and is an elementary abelian p-group 
for an odd primep. Because I G/K I = 2 and h E G - K inverts K/L, it follows 
that K/L is an irreducible Z,[A] module. 
Let d be the complex character afforded A by K/L. Then d = 
yr + y2 + ... + yrn where the yi are distinct, irreducible characters of A. Also, 
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the (,)* are irreducible F-characters and the Galois conjugates of yf over 2, , 
where F is a splitting field for A. For U < A, flu is the character afforded U 
U by K/L and the dimension (viewed as a vector space over 2,) of CKIL( U) is 
[5,, Iv] = [(yl + ... + Y~)~, It,]. Let y = yi . Since the yf are Galois con- 
jugate to y*, we have that dim(C,,J U)) = m[yU , 1 o]. 
Since the yf’s are afforded by Galois conjugate representations, it follows that 
~~(1) = y(l) for all i. Thus, dim(K/L) = my(l). Since e2 = 1 K : L 1, we have that 
dim(K/L) is even. Since / A / is odd, it follows that y(l) is odd and thus llz 
is even. 
Let T < R 4 A such that / A : R / = s, an odd prime. Let 5’ = B n R so 
that S is a normal subgroup of B with index s. Since T < R, C,,,(R) = 1. If 
CKIL(S) = I, then induction on 1 A 1 and Lemma 3.1(c) yield that x+G, A, L) = 
J&G, R, L) = xrr(G, S, L) = xrr(G, B, L). Thus, we assume that CKIL(S) > 1 
and so 0 # dim(CKIL(S)) = [O, , 1,] = m[y, , 1 ,J. Hence, [ye , a] # 0 for some 
01 E Irr(B/S). Furthermore, cr # 1s since 0 = dim(C,,,(B)) = m[ys , l,]. 
Let h E Irr(T) such that [yr , h] # 0. Let I = I,(h) and choose the hnique 
17 E Irr(l / A) such that $ = y. If I = A, then ‘ye E Irr(B) by Lemma 1.1. This 
implies yB = d and thus y(l) = 1 and A’ < ker(y) = ker(d). Since A is faithful 
on K/L, we then have that A is abelian. This contradiction implies that I < A. 
If I < R, then yB = (?I~)~ = (rlln# vanishes on B - S. Then [ys , 18] = 
[yB , a] f 0. This contradiction yields that I $ R. Hence, IR = A, I/I n R g 
AIR-B[SgInB/InS,andII:InRI =s. 
Since )I is invariant in I, 7enr E Irr(B n I) by Lemma 1.1. We now have that 
0 # [YB , al = [(+)B , al = [(7en,Y, ~1 = [Q,-,, , c+~,]. But mEnI is linear with 
kernel I n S and so yBnl = aSnl. 
Since ys = (T~)~ = (7,ns)s = (lI,,)s, we have that [ys , l,] = 1 and 
dim(C,/,(S)) = 171. Furthermore, ys is integer valued. Because the y” are Galois 
conjugate over 2, , it follows that d, = mys = VZ(~,,,)~. Since m is even, 
[d, , V] is even for all v E Irr(S). 
Let &f/L = C,,,(S) and let J = MC = MH. Also, J/M = C,,,(S). By 
Lemma 4.2, 0 and F are fully ramified with respect to K/M and M/L, respec- 
tively. Thus, there is some v E Irr(M) such that BM = fi and V, = gcp where 
f = / K : M Ill2 E Z and g = / M : L Ill2 = pmi2 E 2. Since dim(K/L) = my(l) 
and e2 = 1 K : L /, we have e = pmv(l)12 and thusf = p(~(i)-i)~~/s. 
We have that [d, , V] is even for all v E Irr(S). Also, J/M = CGIM(S) and 
C,,,,(h) = 1 (recaI1 h E H - L inverts K/L). Since the character afforded S by 
K/M is 5, - ml,, Lemma 4.3 implies that xJ = (f+ 1)/2a + (f- 1)/26,a 
where o = xn(G, S, L) and lo f S E Irr(G/K). Since &(K, S, L) = V, Lemma 
3.4 yields that 0 E Irr(J 1 v). 
Let T = un(J, B,L). Lemma 3.1(d) yields that s r [oH , T]. Lemma 3.1(c) 
implies that x?r(G, B, L) = p(G, S, L) ~(1, B, L) = 7. Let $ E Ch(J/M) be as 
in Theorem 2.10 with respect to J, M, L, V, and v. Since CMcIIL(Iz) = 1, Theorem 
2.10(a, g, h) implies #2(h) = 1 and $(I) = g. Theorem 2.10 and Corollary 3.2 
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yield that u, is either &r or &(S,T). Thus uH = ((g i 1)/2)7 + ((g + 1)/2)+. 
By Lemma 3.1(d), s / (g ~1)/2. 
Because y(l) is odd and s 1 (g F l), it follows that e = pv(l)mla = gv(l) z g 
(mods). So s / (e F 1). 
Sincefg = e, we have that 
XH = [((f+ 1)/2)1, + ((f- 1)/2>M% 
= w+ 1ML + Kf- 1)/2)M[((g f lY2)lH + ((g i 1)/2&17 
= ((e f 1)/2)~ + ((e T 1)/2)k. 
We have xr(G, B,L) = T and s j (e F 1). Since, xrr(G, A,L) = x+G, T,L); it 
suffices via Lemma 3.1(d) to show that q 1 [x,, , Q-1. We thus assume q # s. It is 
sufficient to show that ps divides either (e + 1) or (e - 1). 
We have that K/L is an irreducible A-module. We apply Clifford’s Theorem to 
write K/L = W,@ W,@...@ W,. w h ere each Wj is a direct sum of non- 
trivial isomorphic Z,(T) modules; such that when Vi and Vj are irreducible 
submodules of Wi and Wj , then Vi E Vj if and only if i = j. Furthermore, A 
acts transitively on the Wi . Thus, 1 W, 1 = ... = 1 W,. I. 
We may assume X is an irreducible constituent of the character (1 afforded T by 
w, * Now an irreducible submodule of W, affords T the character 
A, + A, + ..’ + A, where AT,..., A$ are the Galois conjugates of h over 2, . As 
W, is a direct sum of isomorphic Z,(T) modules, /I is a multiple of (hi + 1.1 + h,). 
Let U = ker(h). Then U = ker(/l) and U = C,(W,). 
Let N = NA(U). We may assume {W, ,..., W,} is the orbit of W, under the 
action of N. Because I A 1 is odd, n is odd. Clearly, W, @ ... @ W, < C,,,(U). 
If X is an irreducible Z,(T) submodule of CRIL( U), then X is contained in some 
Wj . Then U < C,(Wj). If Wj = Wla for some a E A, then Ua = U. Thus, 
a E N(U) and j < n. So CKIL(U) = W/L where W/L = W, @ ... @ W, . 
Since I = I,(h) and U = ker(X), we have that I < N. Now I = IA(P) when- 
ever q { b. Since U = C,(W,) when 1 < j < n, we have that each irreducible 
constituent of the character afforded T by Wj is a non-trivial power of X. In 
particular, Wj is a Z,(I) module for 1 < j < n. 
Let p be an irreducible constituent of the character afforded I by some Wj , 
j < n. Then pr is a non-trivial power hb of X and [(rJ1 , p] # 0 for some i. By the 
argument applied to 7 carlier; pBnr is linear with kernel I n S. We have U a I 
and V < ker(p) where V = U(I A S). Also, prns is linear of order s and pT = hb. 
It follows p is a faithful character of I/V and I I: V I = qs. It follows that 
V < C,( W/L) and CwIL(y) = 1 for all 1 # y E I/V. 
Since W/L = CxIL( U), Lemma 2.13 implies that q~ is fully ramified with 
respect to W/L. Let p” = I W, I. By Theorem 2.10(g), pnklz = fl (mod 4s). 
Because n is odd, K is even. By Lemma 4.2, I W, 1 E 1 (mod 4s). Thus, p’12 = + 1 
(mod q) and pk/2 = &II (mod s). If, say pk12 = 1 (mod q) and pkj2 = - 1 
(mod s); then pnk/a = 1 (mod q) and pnkj2 = -1 (mods). Since pnli12 = fl 
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(mod 4s) and both Q and s are odd, it follows that pkj2 = &l (mod as). Since 
K/L = IV, @ ... @ Wr, e = (pkll)r. Thus 4s 1 (e & 1). The proof is complete 
by earlier comments. 1 
Assume Hypotheses 2.2 and that B < A with C,(B) = C. Then 
1 Irr,(G)/ = / Irr(C)\ = / Irr,(G)\, by Theorem 2.1. Since Irr,(G) C Irrs(G), it 
follows that Irr,(G) = Irr,(G). The question arises whether the two maps 
n(G, A) or r(G, B) are equal ot not. We show they are if either G is solvable or if 
B is subnormal in A. 
4.5 COROLLARY. Assume Hypotheses 2.2. Let B < A with C,(B) = C. 
Assume that either 
(i) B is subnormal in A; OY 
(ii) G is solvable. 
Then r(G, A) = r(G, B). 
Proof By comments in the paragraph preceding this corollary, Irr,(G) = 
Irr,(G). 
Assume (i). With no loss, we may assume B < M u A and B is subnormal in 
M. Also, C(M) = C. By induction on 1 A /, r(G, B) = x(G, M). By Theorem 
2.1(c), +G, M) = rr(G, A). This completes the proof when B is subnormal in A. 
Suppose that G is solvable. If 1 G / is odd, the result is proved by Theorem 2.14. 
By the Odd-Order Theorem, we may assume that A is solvable. If L = 1, then 
m(G, A, L) = rr(G, A). The result follows from Theorem 4.4. 1 
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